Dear ICANN,

We're the real registrant of the domain name YUETU.COM. We registered this domain name in May 10, 2000 and have owned this domain name for over 14 years. In April 2014, when we logged to the XINNET platform for the renewal of this domain name, we found that it had been illegally transferred to ENOM without our authorization though we can still see the list of this domain name on our registrar Xinnet's platform. That illegal transfer took place in Feb 25, 2014 through whoise quiry. So we contacted ICANN Beijing Engagement Centre, with whose help and suggestion we contacted XINNET and submitted all the required materials to complain for it. But Xinnet failed to persuade ENOM. Then in June 12, this domain name was retransferred to NAME.COM. Later we contacted ICANN Contractual Compliance for the complaint. But for twice they said the transfer was legal. We were shocked to hear that because we have never authorized the transfer to ENOM and our administrative email kinsun8888@hotmail.com has never received any notice regarding the change of the administrative email address. So, we're considering it was hijacked and turn to the police. We need to provide detailed data for them. Please give us all the detailed data since the first day of our registration, the contract, the authorized form and related documents with "our" seal regarding the transfer of our domain name YUETU.COM, with which we'll turn to appropriate help.

Thanks a lot.

Yours,
Sincerely.
Semir (Mobile Phone: Contact Information Redacted)